Garden Fete for Seniors.

On Saturday, May 26th, between the hours of 3 P.M. and 6 P.M., the quadrangle will be the scene of color and activity. The fete will be enjoyable for those who are not, and refreshments for everybody. Moreover, there will be entertainment with the following programme:

Dances:
Peter Dan ... Margaret Battles
Minnetti ... Florence Hawes and Sarath Pitchoune
Powder Puff Dance
Celeste Denihan and Ruth Hitchcock
Whistling ... By Margarett Elliott
The waitresses, ten in number, will wear black dresses with white aprons and caps.

CHANGES IN FACULTY.

Comparatively, few changes are taking place in the faculty next year. The most notable change is that Miss Rosemary McKeen will be leaving, however, was missed by both faculty and students.

Miss Pessio is going to be married the twenty-fifth of June: therefore she will not return to us next fall but will be enjoying a delightful honeymoon in far Norway.

Miss Crosby is leaving in order to continue her studies and earn the degree of Master of Arts.

Dr. Balk is taking a year's leave of absence while Miss McKeen is also taking a continued leave of one year.

Mr. Kendall is taking up instructional duties in another school.

We shall all be immensely glad to have the return of Ernst and Dan again within our midst.

No numbers will be appointed to the faculty, but, as yet, no appointments have been made known.

VACCINATION REQUIRED.

Recent vaccination is required of all students. Those who have not been vaccinated within three years before admission to the Freshman class must be vaccinated before admission in September, 1925. This applies to students in all classes. Any student who is not sure whether her vaccination record is satisfactory is requested to call at the Armoury during office hours to find out how the matter stands and arrange to have the matter attended to during the summer vacation.

Vaccination is not done at the College, and should any need for particular care in regard to vaccination arise during the session, students not properly vaccinated will be sent home. It is, therefore, quite important that this matter be attended to during the vacation.

Health reports from various sections of the country show that smallpox is appearing in a number of different localities. This fact is attributed to carelessness in the matter of vaccination. The College, therefore, will strictly enforce its requirement regarding vaccination.

ARCHERY AND QUOITS TEAMS.

The Archery and Quoits Teams have been posted as follows:

ARCHERY:
Archery-Charlotte Fisch, Katherine Meinecke.
Quoits-Isabelle Howard, Virginia Luteskirch.

JUNIOR:
Archery-Catherine Daughy, Dorothy Ayers.
Quoits-Margaret Durkee, Arline Huskins.

SOPHOMORE:
Archery-Marie Cogg, Lois Parker.
Quoits-Marie Cogg, Olive Nelly.

FRESHMAN:
Archery-Wanda Volk, Eleanor Mann.
Quoits-Eleanor Mann, Rachel French.
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EARN YOUR PLACER.

The problem of limiting week-ends, which has been such a live issue on campus during this school year is at last solved, let it be hoped, to every one's advantage. The plan proposed by Student Council, endorsed by President Marshall, and passed by the faculty, is a privilege to be obtained by academic and citizen standing. The student whose scholarship is 2.5 may have week-ends absences at her discretion; a student rating from 2.0 to 2.5 may have four a semester; a student rating from 2.0 to 2.5 but not on probation may have one week-end absence a semester; Freshmen, during the first semester, may have two week-end absences.

The majority of the student body decided that this ruling was absolutely justified by their vote to accept it. The results that come from week-end absences from College are privileges to be earned can be nothing but good. The people who make College their headquarters and not their business will be forced either to change their social habits or improve their academic work. It is not improbable that many students on the brink of a poor average, or even on the brink of a good average, may work enough harder to secure the rights they desire. As a result, something is being awarded to the student for the work she has done, and something is being withheld from her who has done less. It is inconceivable that a country as wealthy as this with the practice of private benefaction for educational purposes so well developed can allow thousands of able and well-prepared girls to be balked every year in their aspiration for the higher education.

The present system, in spite of a widespread belief to the contrary, is not developing either intellectual or aesthetic blue-stockings. The college woman was never less classed, never so well developed physically, never more normal and healthy than she is today. But she is being forced either to change her habits and then a highway; those who thrive on it are no longer exceptional spirits but merely the run of our bright youth, and the needed qualities are merely good ability and some industry.

Fraternity and sorority are becoming too wide a difference between the path to college and rapidly becoming the line of least resistance. If the education the college gives is worth having, there will be many window-shoppers who will make for a higher level in general culture. 

The other hand, the inherent problem of the college is constantly found when we pass from the fraternities of a handful of men who seek for knowledge to those of which we have to go to college because they are going to college because they are in line.
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"Of the College, By the College, For the College"

Helen Gage '20 Dorothy Marvin '20
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THE SAVINGS BANK
OF NEW LONDON
Incorporated 1837

A BIG, STRONG, FRIENDLY BANK
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Consult our Service Department
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Suits, Blouses, Dress Goods, Silks
Underwear, Hosery and Fancy Goods

THE S. A. GOLDSMITH CO.
THE BEE HIVE
131-143 State Street, New London

PERRY & STONE, Inc.
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
Fine Leather Goods
Mark Cross Gloves
Fountain Pens—Writing Paper
138 State Street NEW LONDON

Get It At
STARR BROS., Inc.
DRUGGISTS

LUNCHES
— AND —
ICE CREAM

110 STATE STREET

Compliments of
Mohican Hotel

MISS FLORENCE CANFIELD
Distinctive Millinery

Plant Building.
New London, Conn.
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STUDENT ELECTION

1925—1926

Theodora Hewlett, President.
lorraine Ferris, Vice-President.
Sara Cashkley, Secretary.
Dorothy Drake, Treasurer.
Lois Gordon,
Chairman Executive Committee.
Helen Farnsworth,
President of Service League.
Pauline Warner,
Editor-in-Chief of Yews.
Elisabeth Dunmore,
President of Athletic Association.
Katherine King,
President of Dramatic Club.
Helen Hood, President of 1926.
Florence Hopkins, President of 1927.
Aladela King, President of 1928.

GERMAN CLUB PRESENTS PLAYS.

Continued from page 8. Column II.

Before the first play a Dutch dance was given by Lilly Burch '27 and Henrietta Kenull '27, and during the intermission a scarf dance by Celestia Demint '27, Margaret Battles '27, Edith Clark '27, Ruth Hitchcock '27 and Henrietta Kenull '27.

BACK LOG CAMP, INDIAN LAKE, N. Y.

An early summer outing, right after college close for groups of college girls, their families and friends.

A real camp, with fifty tents and a fire for each.

A fleet of boats carry you miles through a wilderness of lake and stream. Trails lead you to the upland haunts of deer.

A family long versed in woods lore and holding unique rights, once by Lillian Supple '28 and Henrietta Kenull '27.

A TRIBUTE TO AMY LOWELL.

It seems fitting to pay a tribute to memory of Amy Lowell, whose death Tuesday, May 12, has meant the passing of a splendid soul and a beloved poet. She has left a magnificent heritage to American literature. Her poetic work has made her one of the foremost leaders of the modern school of poetry, and her monumental achievement, the recently published John Knuts, shows her to be a masterful writer of interpretative biography, and prose criticism. The personality of Amy Lowell, as it has colored and made living her work, has a charm and distinctiveness which can never be forgotten—Hood College.

FACULTY JUDGED.

Would you like to be able to grade your professor as well as have him grade you? The students of Antioch College are to enjoy this privilege, which has been denied to most of us except, perhaps, in private. For the president of Antioch College has placed in the hands of all students blanks on which they are to rate each member of the faculty. The grading is to be done by the individual faculty member, to the degree with which the professors measure up, in the opinion of the students, to the following points:

1. Fairness in grading.
2. Ability to present matters clearly.
3. Willingness to advise students on personal, religious and vocational matters.
4. Value as a faculty member, to Antioch—"The New Student."

PRIZE ESSAY OFFERED.

The Students' Council of the National Woman's Party is offering a prize of $100 for the best essay by a college student on the subject of Equal Rights for Men and Women. The prize will be given by Mrs. William Kent of California.

The essays are to be between 3,000 and 5,000 words and must be sent to the Students' Council, National Woman's Party Headquarters, not later than June 15, 1925. The winner will be announced at the October meeting of the students' Council, and the winning essay will be published.
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CALENDAR.
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